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EXPLANATORY NOTE

Well settled is the rule that taxes is the lifeblood of the government, the main source 
of revenue. The primary purpose of taxation is to generate funds for the State to finance the 
needs of the citizenry and to advance the common wealth. Our government chiefly relies on 
taxation to obtain the means to carry on its operation. However, our Constitution mandates 
that taxation shall be uniform and equitable and that Congress shall evolve a progressive 
system of taxation, one that is proportionate in character and must take into consideration 
the taxpayer's ability to pay for it in line with social justice and equity. But the reality at 
present, our income tax structure has been characterized as unfair and unequal as the 
burden of taxation heavily lies to the middle class, being the main work force of the society 
which automatically their taxes are withheld.

The Philippines has not adjusted its personal income tax system since 1998 even 
when inflation has eroded the income tax brackets. Although salary adjustments have been 
made to keep up with inflation, workers especially those in the middle income group are 
pushed into higher tax rate brackets and made to pay higher taxes. That scenario negates 
the principle of equity and progressivity as mandated and guaranteed by the Constitution. 
The current 32 percent personal income tax rate is higher than all o f the ASEAN member 
countries next to Thailand and Vietnam's 35 percent. A taxable income of more than 
P500,000 will be taxed at 32 percent in the Philippines as against 20 percent in Vietnam, 11 
percent in Malaysia and 10 percent in Thailand. I t  is imperative that we assess the current 
tax system on individuals to make them competitive and responsive and to prevent tax- 
induced labor migration in view of the ASEAN Economic Integration.

Thus, this bill proposes to amend Section 24 of the National Internal Revenue Code of 
1997, as amended, by adjusting the individual tax brackets to reflect the effect o f inflation. 
The net taxable income levels and nominal tax rates shall likewise be automatically indexed 
to inflation every six (6) years.










